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The research entitle “The Application of Learning Based On Al-Qur’an In Environmental Damage To Student’s Scientific Attitude In MAN 1 Kota Bandung. This research is do to know the application of learning based on Al-Qur’an on the concept of environmental damage to student’s scientific attitude. The aim of this research are to know how the application of learning based on Al-Qur’an in environmental damage concept to student’s scientific attitude and to know how the student’s scientific attitude in MAN 1 Kota Bandung. The sample of research are 36 students of MAN 1 Kota Bandung, Class of X MIA C. the methode of research that’s used is pra experiment with research design one group pretest-posttest design. The instrument that’s used on the research are scale of attitude, cognitive test paper, and student’s scientific attitude observation paper that consist of four aspect. The aspect of student’s scientific attitude are curiosity, sense of caring to cooperation environmental and responsibility. The result of cognitive test is analyzed quantitatively are average of pre test score and post test. The descriptive analysis show that the percentage of student’s scientific attitude on intermediate category. It is strengthened with the analysis of hypothesis test that show there’s a positive influence of learning based on Al-Qur’an to student’s scientific attitude. It could be seen from score of sigma 0.00 ≤ α = 0.05 and result of student’s scientific attitude test by likert scale that average score of student’s scientific attitude near to five score. It show that student have a scientific attitude that positivelly.
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